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Semester Project - Crime and Firearm Relationships 

Introduction 

 When discussing the presence of firearms in our society there is usually a great deal of debate 

that follows regarding its effects on crime levels.  Many schools of thought will argue that less, or 

perhaps even the complete absence of, rifles, shotguns, and handguns will reduce or potentially 

eliminate crime in our country.  Others will explain how these firearms are a constitutional right to 

purchase, carry, and use to protect themselves and their family.  They will likely believe that more guns 

in our society will reduce the amount of crime that occurs.  It is a very delicate issue that few politicians 

will readily discuss unless you put a gun to their head (pun intended). 

 In the last half century, there have been many politicians who fall on both sides of the spectrum 

who attempt to cure the problem by creating laws to either restrict gun usage or protect gun owners’ 

rights.  One such effort was the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1993, named after Jim Brady 

who severely injured by gunfire during an assassination attempt on President Ronald Reagan in 1981.  

The Brady Act requires that background checks be conducted on individuals before a firearm may be 

purchased from a federally licensed dealer, manufacturer, or importer.  There are also a few extra 

details such as a federal 5 day waiting period and restrictions on the interstate commerce of firearms.  

The shooter, John Hinckley, Jr., had purchased the gun about a year before in Texas with a fake ID, 

providing a false home address, had been arrested only days before, and had previously been under 

psychiatric care.  Many believe that a proper background check, given his prior records, could have 

prevented Hinckley from obtaining the handgun. 

 My study will attempt to explain parts of the crime and firearms relationship using a pooled 

cross-sectional set of data.  Since the Brady Act took effect in early 1994, I decided to use 2 years before, 

1992, and 2 years after, 1996, to better understand the policy effects.  Assuming the Brady Act has 

lowered the amount of handguns on a national level, I can also look at the state specific restrictions on 

purchasing and carrying firearms to better realize the Brady Act effects. 

Data 

VCrimeR = Number of Violent Offenses Reported per 100,000 Population 

PCrimeR = Number of Property Offenses Reported per 100,000 Population 

TotCrimeR = Sum of Violent and Property Offenses Reported per 100,000 Population 

y96 = 1 if Year is 1996, 0 if Year is 1992 

StateID = Alphabetical listing of States 

UnempR = Unemployment Rate of the civilian non-institutional population 16 years of age 
and older 

South = 1 if State is in South Region, 0 if otherwise 

West = 1 if State is in West Region, 0 if otherwise 

NorthEast = 1 if State is in NorthEast Region, 0 if otherwise 

MidWest = 1 if State is in MidWest Region, 0 if otherwise 
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NIM = Net International Migration of State 

PerWhite = Percentage of Population that is of White Ethnicity 

PerBlack = Percentage of Population that is of Black Ethnicity 

PerHispanic = Percentage of Population that is of Hispanic Ethnicity 

RecDP = 1 if State Performed a Death Penalty in Previous Year, 0 if otherwise 

PPExpendPC = Expenditures Per Capita by State (and Local Governments) on Police Protection 

LiqStoRevPC = State Liquor Store Revenue Per Capita 

PerPopInPov = Percentage of Population in Poverty 

EduExp = Elementary and Secondary Education Spending by State (Thousand Dollars) 

ShallIssue = 1 if State is a Shall-Issue State, 0 if otherwise 

PopDen = State Population Density 

Colony = 1 if State was one of the Original 13 Colonies, 0 if otherwise 

DemEV = 1 if State's Electoral Vote went toward Democratic Party in Presidential Election 
(92 and 96), 0 if otherwise 

RifShotPermit = 1 if State requires Permit or Application to Purchase a Rifle or Shotgun, 0 if 
otherwise 

HandgunPermit = 1 if State requires Permit or Application to Purchase a Handgun, 0 if otherwise 

VetSerExp = State Expenditures on Veterans’ Services 

PandRExp = State Expenditures on Parks and Recreation 

 

 Crime and Gun Measures 

 My crime measure is made up of Violent, VCrimeR, and Property, PCrimeR, offenses reported 

per 100,000 people.  I wanted a simple measure that was easy to quantify and wanted crime data that 

was pre-court proceedings.  This will also allow flexibility and potential insight into which kinds of crime 

are most affected by changes in my gun measure. 

 My gun measure started out with various measures of restriction on an individual’s ability to 

purchase and carry various firearms.  The variable “ShallIssue” determines if a state is considered a 

Shall-issue state.  A Shall-issue state is one that requires a permit to carry a gun but the granting of such 

permits are subject to criteria (such as residency, background check, safety class, and/or paying a fee) 

laid out in the law.  This is opposed to May-issue states who may issue a permit at the discretion of local 

authorities or states that ban any private citizen from carrying a gun.  The May-issue states usually only 

give out permits to the very wealthy and affluent so I suspect that the Shall-issue states will have an 

increased amount of private citizens with permits.  I also looked at each states requirement for 

purchasing a firearm.  The variables “RifShotPermit” and “HandgunPermit” illustrate which states 

necessitate a permit or application to purchase a rifle/shotgun or handgun, respectively.  Regardless if a 

criminal can carry a firearm, if he or she cannot purchase the firearm then he or she cannot use the 

firearm. 

We can assume that in a “Crime” on “Gun” model the “Gun” variable will be endogenous since they 

are essentially functions of each other. 
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 Other Crime Factors 

o Economic and Spending Factors 

These variables will show the state of the economy and the spending pattern of a particular 

state.  If people have less money then maybe they are more likely to commit a crime than otherwise so I 

went with unemployment rate and percentage of the population that is under the poverty threshold.  

There are also variables to help explain how a given state will spend and collect money.  Various levels 

of police protection may be needed in some states while others don’t need as much.  Spending on 

education could be important as well.  This money will go towards potential afterschool programs to 

keep kids off the street and out of trouble. 

o Behavioral Factors 

I considered the tax revenue of Liquor Stores throughout the state.  There may be evidence that 

drunken people will commit “drunken” actions.  I also wanted to factor in the relevance of the death 

penalty.  I didn’t think it was enough to just include the ability of a state to execute capital punishment 

because some states can have hundreds of inmates on death row that may never be executed.  This led 

me to determine if the state had performed a capital punishment in the previous year (’91 and ’95).  A 

criminal could potentially have this fact to consider before he or she decides to commit murder. 

o Demographic and Geographic Factors 

It is usually quite customary to include demographic and geographic variables in such models 

too.  I’m starting out with percentages of White, Black, and Hispanic ethnicities.  This could possibly 

display which ethnic groups are more prone to crime.  Even thought the cross sectional data is made up 

of the 50 states (plus DC), I should observe any effects from certain regions of the country, made up of 

the South, West, Northeast, and Midwest.  Another thought I had was to include how many 

international immigrants were relocating to a given state.  This may or may not be a smooth transition 

for any party involved.  Lastly, it may be helpful to take account of the population density of each state.  

There may be more crime if people live on top of each other as compared to a potential criminal trying 

to find a victim. 

 Other Gun Factors 

o Common Factors 

There will obviously be factors that affect both my “Crime” and “Gun” measure.  I believe these 

common factors to potentially be the geographical factors, demographical, and population density. 

o Potential Instruments 

These factors should have a relationship with only my “Gun” measures and not my “Crime” 

measure.  The few that I found were Veterans’ Services and Parks and Recreational Expenditures.  There 

is reason to believe that more veterans could mean more firearms and/or more leniencies in the use of 

such firearms.  I also think there is potential for more gun use in states that spend money to upkeep wild 
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or recreational areas for hunting.  Also looked at whether or not the state was an original colony and its 

voting patterns.  My thoughts were that maybe these states would be a little more pro-Constitution 

about bearing arms and voting patterns would tell a story about political views of that state. 

Model 

                              Descriptive Statisitics of GunCrime 

                                      The MEANS Procedure 

Variable        Label             N           Mean        Std Dev        Minimum        Maximum 

ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ 

StateID         StateID         102     26.0000000     14.7922913      1.0000000     51.0000000 

VCrimeR         VCrimeR         102    575.5931373    400.7958213     83.3000000        2832.80 

PCrimeR         PCrimeR         102        4455.77        1253.61    593.5000000        9426.90 

TotCrimeR       TotCrimeR       102        5031.36        1553.59        1522.60       11896.70 

y96             y96             102      0.5000000      0.5024692              0      1.0000000 

UnempR          UnempR          102      6.0137255      1.6216993      2.9000000     11.3000000 

ShallIssue      ShallIssue      102      0.7058824      0.4578952              0      1.0000000 

RifShotPermit   RifShotPermit   102      0.1372549      0.3458156              0      1.0000000 

HandgunPermit   HandgunPermit   102      0.3137255      0.4662977              0      1.0000000 

OrigColony      OrigColony      102      0.2549020      0.4379582              0      1.0000000 

South           South           102      0.2941176      0.4578952              0      1.0000000 

West            West            102      0.2745098      0.4484707              0      1.0000000 

NorthEast       NorthEast       102      0.1764706      0.3831026              0      1.0000000 

NIM             NIM             102       17307.27       43737.18    170.0000000      275299.00 

TotPop          TotPop          102     5100571.28     5663887.27      463491.00    31780829.00 

TotWhite        TotWhite        102     4240294.41     4611364.21      177920.00    25338613.00 

TotBlack        TotBlack        102      639407.41      773115.60        2260.00     3186793.00 

TotHispanic     TotHispanic     102      513548.86     1448410.18        3882.00     9476486.00 

PerWhite        PerWhite        102      0.8421461      0.1370256      0.3119057      0.9868202 

PerBlack        PerBlack        102      0.1100947      0.1204449      0.0031091      0.6599336 

PerHispanic     PerHispanic     102      0.0599067      0.0786932      0.0049577      0.3958577 

RecDP           RecDP           102      0.2450980      0.4322695              0      1.0000000 

PPExpendPC      PPExpendPC      102    139.9421250     61.3768087     51.5009455    466.8896562 

LiqStRevPC      LiqStRevPC       44     46.9239940     34.5420133      0.0373654    191.9013963 

PerPopInPov     PerPopInPov     102     13.6500000      4.1849033      6.4000000     25.5000000 

EduExp          EduExp          102     4980861.12     5761836.01      529418.00    29889908.00 

LandArea        LandArea        102       69361.54       85271.03     61.4000000      571951.26 

PopDen          PopDen          102    346.5521162        1272.52      1.0264389        9514.38 

VetSerExp       VetSerExp       102     3879009.80     5952609.14              0    31353000.00 

PandRExp        PandRExp        102      341809569      453203205    18444000.00     2702940000 

DemEV           DemEV           102      0.6372549      0.4831664              0      1.0000000 

 To come up with the model requires numerous amounts of steps.  This type of model will 

obviously have issues with the endogenous “Gun” measurement.  Using economic reasoning we can 

determine an appropriate instrument that is correlated with the “Gun” measurement and not the 

“Crime” measurement.  Out of the potential instruments OrigColony, DemEV, LogVetSerExp, and 

LogPandRExp only OrigColony and DemEV showed a relationship with ShallIssue.  The other potential 

“Gun” measures did not have any significance with any of the possible instruments. 

Rank Condition of Shall-issue on Original Colonies 

                                       The REG Procedure 

                                         Model: MODEL1 

                           Dependent Variable: ShallIssue ShallIssue 

                            Number of Observations Read         102 

                            Number of Observations Used         102 

                                     Analysis of Variance 

                                            Sum of           Mean 

        Source                   DF        Squares         Square    F Value    Pr > F 

        Model                     1        2.08335        2.08335      10.91    0.0013 

        Error                   100       19.09312        0.19093 

        Corrected Total         101       21.17647 
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                     Root MSE              0.43696    R-Square     0.0984 

                     Dependent Mean        0.70588    Adj R-Sq     0.0894 

                     Coeff Var            61.90220 

                                      Parameter Estimates 

                                          Parameter       Standard 

      Variable      Label         DF       Estimate          Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 

      Intercept     Intercept      1        0.78947        0.05012      15.75      <.0001 

      OrigColony    OrigColony     1       -0.32794        0.09928      -3.30      0.0013 

               Rank Condition of Shall-issue on Democratic Party Electoral Votes 

                                       The REG Procedure 

                                         Model: MODEL1 

                           Dependent Variable: ShallIssue ShallIssue 

                            Number of Observations Read         102 

                            Number of Observations Used         102 

                                     Analysis of Variance 

                                            Sum of           Mean 

        Source                   DF        Squares         Square    F Value    Pr > F 

        Model                     1        3.34612        3.34612      18.77    <.0001 

        Error                   100       17.83035        0.17830 

        Corrected Total         101       21.17647 

                     Root MSE              0.42226    R-Square     0.1580 

                     Dependent Mean        0.70588    Adj R-Sq     0.1496 

                     Coeff Var            59.82017 

                                      Parameter Estimates 

                                          Parameter       Standard 

      Variable      Label         DF       Estimate          Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 

      Intercept     Intercept      1        0.94595        0.06942      13.63      <.0001 

      DemEV         DemEV          1       -0.37672        0.08696      -4.33      <.0001 

 Next we will insert these instruments into our model by using SAS’s Proc Syslin function.  We will 

start by using only our “Crime,” “Gun,” time dummy variable, y96, and an interaction term.  β0 will 

explain the average total crime rate not in a Shall-issue state, δ0 will explain the change in crime rate, 

possibly from the Brady Act, from 1992 to 1996, β1 will explain the effects of just being a Shall-issue 

state, and δ1 is my difference-in-difference estimator.  The D-I-D estimator is the difference over time in 

the average of crime rates in the two different kinds of states. 

TotCrimeR = β0 + δ0y96 + β1ShallIssue + δ1y96ShallIssue + u 

For this model we will not have to log the independent variable since it is a rate of per 100,000 

people.  Any other variable in my data set that is not a rate, per capita, or dummy variable will likely be 

logged to help correct functional form of the model (i.e. EduExp will be logged when included below). 

Estimation and Analysis 

The estimation of this model alone (no other controls) is located in Column 1 of the table below.  

Since this study is more focused on the national change in crime rates 1992 to 1996, the δ0 estimate will 

be our main concern.  Column 1 shows that this estimate decreases the total crime rate by 475.63 per 

100,000 people or about 9.45% (475.63/5031.36=.0945). 

Column 2 displays the same model but we will add economic and spending factors to our model.  

This regression is quite stronger but still suffers from a lot of statistical insignificance.  It also has a much 

larger decrease, about 28%, in total crime rate from 1992 to 1996. 
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Column 3 presents the Column 1 model plus behavioral factors from my data set.  This is a very 

weak model, mainly because we are using weak variables, which has major statistical insignificance.  

There is some economical significance similar to the other models where there is a 9.25% drop in crime 

rate over the 4 years. 

Column 4 presents the original model and the demographic and geographic factors of the data 

set.  It is a stronger model but fails in the same areas as before.  It predicts a 489.46 per 100,000 people 

decrease in total crime between 1992 and 1996. 

And finally, Column 5 is a much sturdier model that has marginal statistical significance, p-value 

at .0662, and adequate economical significance.  It estimates that there will be a 14.52% decrease in the 

average crime rate between observations.  This number sounds much more feasible and has the highest 

R-squared at .85. 

Dependent Variable: TotCrimeR 

Independent 
Variable 

1 2 3 4 5 

Intercept 5569.84 
(401.15) 

-636.57 
(1562.6) 

4783.64 
(521.96) 

3791.23 
(1172.01) 

-5766.01 
(6873.66) 

y96 -475.63 
(567.32) 

-1410.84 
(412.26) 

-465.272 
(741.72) 

-489.46 
(307.13) 

-730.6 
(381.56) 

Shallissue -511.1 
(477.47) 

407.00 
(342.91) 

20.19 
(272.15) 

162.92 
(295.98) 

-518.8 
(360.07) 

y96*ShallIssue 170.31 
(675.24) 

502.81 
(448.68) 

335.61 
(839.98) 

48.72 
(365.85) 

270.12 
401.62 

Other Controls No Economic and 
Spending 

Behavioral Demo- and 
Geographic 

Full Model 

Observations 
R-squared 

102 
.03 

102 
.59 

102 
.08 

102 
.74 

102 
.85 

 

 Since I want to be very thorough and sound we can test that our instruments are truly 

exogenous or uncorrelated to the error term (No Issues since we have 2 instruments and 1 endogenous 

variable).  To test this we will use the J-Statistic, which is the F-Statistic multiplied by the number of 

restrictions under the null hypothesis. 

                                     The SYSLIN Procedure 

                              Two-Stage Least Squares Estimation 

                                Model                  TotCrime 

                                Dependent Variable    TotCrimeR 

                                Label                 TotCrimeR 

                                     Analysis of Variance 

                                           Sum of        Mean 

            Source                 DF     Squares      Square    F Value    Pr > F 

            Model                   1    227179.0    227179.0       0.09    0.7631 

            Error                 100    2.4865E8     2486475 

            Corrected Total       101    2.4378E8 

                    Root MSE          1576.85591    R-Square       0.00091 

                    Dependent Mean    5031.35980    Adj R-Sq      -0.00908 
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                    Coeff Var           31.34055 

                                     Parameter Estimates 

                         Parameter    Standard                           Variable 

 Variable          DF     Estimate       Error    t Value    Pr > |t|    Label 

 Intercept          1     4879.245    526.9081       9.26      <.0001    Intercept 

 ShallIssue         1     215.4957    712.9296       0.30      0.7631    Shallissue 

 

                                       The REG Procedure 

                                         Model: MODEL1 

                          Dependent Variable: u_step1 Residual Values 

                            Number of Observations Read         102 

                            Number of Observations Used         102 

                                     Analysis of Variance 

                                            Sum of           Mean 

        Source                   DF        Squares         Square    F Value    Pr > F 

        Model                     2        1486119         743060       0.30    0.7432 

        Error                    99      247161337        2496579 

        Corrected Total         101      248647456 

                     Root MSE           1580.05670    R-Square     0.0060 

                     Dependent Mean    -1.0299E-12    Adj R-Sq    -0.0141 

                     Coeff Var         -1.53423E17 

                                     Parameter Estimates 

                                            Parameter       Standard 

   Variable      Label              DF       Estimate          Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 

   Intercept     Intercept           1      -46.31594      268.60426      -0.17      0.8635 

   OrigColony    OrigColony          1     -230.56175      361.33327      -0.64      0.5249 

   DemEV         DemEV               1      164.90510      327.52457       0.50      0.6157 

H0: Instruments are truly exogenous 

H1: H0 is false 

R-square=.006 

N=102 

R2*N=.612 

.612 < 3.84 therefore we fail to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level.  This allows us to 

safely say that the instruments are exogenous. 

Conclusion 

 I feel like this subject could be studied for a lifetime.  There are so many different ways to do it 

and they will all likely give various results.  If I were to continue further, it would be interesting to 

research the difference in Property and Violent crimes given more or less firearms available. 

The model shows that there was a drop in crime rate between 1992 and 1996.  This estimate for 

y96 was almost statistically significant at the 5% level but was economically significant showing around a 

14% decrease in crime offenses reported.  Was it all from the Brady Act?  Probably not but we should 

associate some of this drop to the Brady Act and its ability to decrease the amount of firearms in 

possession of those who should not have one. 

Sources 
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http://bjsdata.ojp.usdoj.gov/dataonline/Search/Crime/State/statebystatelist.cfm 

http://www.bls.gov/schedule/archives/all_nr.htm#SRGUNE 

http://www.census.gov/popest/archives/1990s/ST-99-07.txt 

http://www.census.gov/popest/archives/1990s/st_race_hisp.html 

http://www.census.gov/govs/estimate/historical_data_1996.html 

http://www.census.gov/govs/estimate/historical_data_1992.html 

http://www.nraila.org/GunLaws/#?st=LA 

http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/histpov/perindex.html 

http://www.uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/data.php?year=1992&datatype=national&def=1&f=0&off=0&

elect=0 

http://uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/index.html 

http://bjsdata.ojp.usdoj.gov/dataonline/Search/Crime/State/statebystatelist.cfm
http://www.bls.gov/schedule/archives/all_nr.htm#SRGUNE
http://www.census.gov/popest/archives/1990s/ST-99-07.txt
http://www.census.gov/popest/archives/1990s/st_race_hisp.html
http://www.census.gov/govs/estimate/historical_data_1996.html
http://www.census.gov/govs/estimate/historical_data_1992.html
http://www.nraila.org/GunLaws/#?st=LA
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/histpov/perindex.html
http://www.uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/data.php?year=1992&datatype=national&def=1&f=0&off=0&elect=0
http://www.uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/data.php?year=1992&datatype=national&def=1&f=0&off=0&elect=0
http://uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/index.html

